Class-3rd

Subject- GK

1. Which is the biggest sea animal?
Answer: Blue Whale
2. Who is the founder of Microsoft?
Answer: Bill Gates
3. Who discovered Penicillin?
Answer: Alexander Flemming
4. Who was popularly known as Netaji?
Answer: Subhash Chandra Bose
5. Which country does the company Sony belong to?
Answer: Japan.
6. What is scientific study of birds called?
Answer: Ornithology
7. Who is the author of the book – Broken Wing?
Answer: Sarojini Naidu
8. Which is the largest desert in the world?
Answer: Sahara desert
9. In which direction does the sun rise?
Answer: The east
10. Kuchipudi is the famous dance of which state?
Answer: Andhra Pradesh
H.W. – Learn all these questions and write in your notebook.
Class-iii, MATHS

Solve in notebook
ASSESSMENT

1) Compare<,>, =.
a) 4,32,195__4,39,386
b) 85,350__8,535
c) 60,005__60,500

2) Ascending order (smallest to largest).
a) 35,289; 48,380; 24,125; 10,005
b) 7,00,138; 70,324; 72,804; 7,54,800

3) Descending order (largest to smallest).
a) 5,40,008; 4,289; 95; 89,355
b) 80,496; 84,354; 81,118; 86,717

4) Multiply.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

8X9=__
12X4=__
5X16=__
10X14=__
7X13=__
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Subject – Social Studies

H. W. – Read and learn underlined hard words.
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Read this page.
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Class- 3rd Subject- Science

Assessment work
Chapter-3 (Animals and their Eating Habits)

Look at the picture and write the things that each animal is eating.
Animals can be divided in the following groups according to their food habits-

Plant-eating Animals- Animals that
eat plants fruits and vegetables
only are called plant-eating
animals. These animals have flat
front teeth and strong and flat
grinding teeth at the back which
help them in chewing the grass and
leaves. Animals like ok cow,
buffalo, goat, horse, elephant,
zebra and giraffe are some
examples of plant eating animals.
Answer the following questions.
1. What are plant eating animals?
2. What type of teeth animals have?
3. How these teeth help these animals to eat plants?
4. Give some examples of plant eating animals.
H.W. – Read the topic and tries to find the answer.

Front teeth

Grinding teeth

Class-3rd Sub- Science

Answer to the Test
Choose the correct answer.

1x3=3

1. Nose, lungs, gills skin or air- holes are organs ofReproduction

breathing

excretion

digestion

sunlight

all of these

River

Bridge

2. Plants make their food with the help ofAir

water

3. A man made non living thing is
Mountain

Rock

B. Give two examples of each of the following.

1x2=2

1. Animals that breathe through lungs

Man,

Dog

2. Man made non living things

Table,

Bench

C. Tick () the correct statement and cross () the wrong one.

1x2=2

1. Plants breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon dioxide. (False)
2. Plants reproduce from seeds. (True)
D. Fill in the blanks with suitable option.

1x3=3

(Tiny-holes, food, five, plants)
1. Plants prepare their own food.
2. Animals get their energy from the food they eat.
3. Plants breathe through the Tiny-holes on their leaves.
E. Match the following

1x3=3

1. Rocks and Minerals

(e) organs of breathing

2. Lungs and gills

(b) living beings

3. Butterfly on the flower

(d) natural nonliving things

Answer the following questions.
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1. From where do plants get their food?

2

Answer- Plants can prepare their own food with the help of air, water and sunlight.
2. Name any two animals that breathe through gills.

1

Answer- Fish and frog.
3. Why must living things eat?

2

Answer- All living things need food to live. Food helps them to grow.
4. A car moves and needs petrol as fuel. Is the car living or nonliving thing?
Answer- A car does not move on its own, so it is a non living thing.
Note: Cross-Check your answers.
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Class- 3rd

Subject – Computer

Write down input output devices name of computer in fair notebook.

